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Harry said happily, “I just wonder why this area is so rich with Chi. On top of that, there are some martial 

art techniques and I feel that this is a great place to look for precious items. What I worry about most 

are the people who entered this area in the past. Even if they had died, there must still be quite a 

number of masters now as they had many descendants, right? Would they take action against us if they 

bump into us? After all, we’re not from here!” 

 

Nash smiled bitterly and said, “I need to tell you something regarding this area…” 

 

Soon, Nash informed Harry and the others about the situation. 

 

The facial expression on Harry and the others’ faces darkened after they heard what Nash said. They had 

never expected the area to have a force like the Alliance Guard, who was in charge of guarding the area 

and were incredibly against people from the outside entering this area. 

 

Unexpectedly, the members of the Alliance Guard had let down their guard as nobody had entered this 

area throughout the years. That was why two disciples of only the first-grade and second-grade ultimate 

god level were sent to guard the entrance. If it was in the: past, they would have died not long after 

entering the area. 

 

“We’re lucky that they have almost forgotten about the entrance. This enabled us to stay alive until now 

and even had the chance to break through to the ultimate god level. Now that I think about it, we are 

really lucky!” Harry smiled bitterly as his heart was filled with joy. 

 “Yes. Our goal right now is to raise our fighting prowess as fast as possible. In that case, when the 

members of the Alliance Guard realise what is going on, we would have increased our combat power. 

That would help us to have a better opportunity at staying alive!” Nash nodded. “Hence, forces who 

have entered this area like us need to work together and help each other!” 

 

“By the way, Master White. How did all of you breakthrough into the third-grade ultimate god level? 

What’s the fighting prowess of your son? He killed Angus, who’s in the second-grade ultimate god -level, 



with a single punch and without using his Chi.: He’s so powerful!” Harry soon thought and could not help 

but ask Nash in surprise. 

 

“Haha… We are all in the third-grade ultimate god level. This is all thanks to the third-grade elementary 

pills that jackie cultivated. If not, how would it be possible for us to achieve such fighting prowess in 

such a short time?” Nash laughed as he glanced over to jackie’s back, who was nearby, with satisfaction 

in his eyes. He had never expected his son to become such an excellent person. He no longer can catch 

up with his son’s pace anymore. 

 “He is also capable of cultivating third-grade elementary pills? Does that mean that Young Master jackie 

is now a third-grade elementary alchemist? Dear me, this…this young man has a promising future!” 

Harry exclaimed and continued, “There are several alchemists in our Divine King Sect but the most 

powerful one is just a second-grade premium alchemist right now. After breaking through into the 

ultimate god-level, second-grade premium pills don’t have much effect on us in the ultimate god-level. 

Those pills are incomparable to third-grade elementary pills!” 

 

“Young Master jackie is really talented in cultivating pills. After several years, there’s hope for him to be 

a fourth-grade alchemist!” There was an unexpected hint of adoration when the old lady in the first-

grade ultimate god-level standing beside Harry, looked at jackie. 

 

It had to be known that these people were placed in higher positions and they had never paid much 

attention to the eight shadow families. They had never expected that they would quietly start adoring a 

young master from one of the shadow families at this moment. 

 

Harry thought about it and said to Nash, “Master Nash, what you said is right. We should work together 

and help each other. What do you think if our people travel together with you? Don’t worry. In terms of 

the martial enhancement material, you just need to give us a little bit of it or don’t give us any!” 

 

Once he thought about how this special area had the Alliance Guard, Harry proactively mentioned this 

after thinking about it. After all, staying alive was more important. jackie and the others’ combat power 

were definitely the strongest among all the forces that entered the area. It was much safer to follow 

jackie and the others. 


